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ABSTRACT
Collaborative Filtering is largely applied to personalize item rec-
ommendation but its performance is affected by the sparsity of
rating data. In order to address this issue, recent systems have been
developed to improve recommendation by extracting latent factors
from the rating matrices, or by exploiting trust relations established
among users in social networks.

In this work, we are interested in evaluating whether other
sources of preference information than ratings and social ties can
be used to improve recommendation performance. Specifically, we
aim at testing whether the integration of frequently co-occurring
interests in information search logs can improve recommendation
performance in User-to-User Collaborative Filtering (U2UCF). For
this purpose, we propose the Extended Category-based Collaborative
Filtering (ECCF) recommender, which enriches category-based user
profiles derived from the analysis of rating behavior with data cat-
egories that are frequently searched together by people in search
sessions. We test our model using a big rating dataset and a log of
a largely used search engine to extract the co-occurrence of inter-
ests. The experiments show that ECCF outperforms U2UCF and
category-based collaborative recommendation in accuracy, MRR,
diversity of recommendations and user coverage. Moreover, it out-
performs the SVD++ Matrix Factorization algorithm in accuracy
and diversity of recommendation lists.
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• Information systems→ Recommender systems; •Human-
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recommender systems research has employed item ratings, book-
marking actions and other user activities as primary sources of
information to generate personalized suggestions because they pro-
vide evidence about user preferences. In particular, User-to-User
Collaborative Filtering [9] (henceforth, denoted as U2UCF) analyzes
the ratings of items provided by users in order to identify “like-
minded” people for preference prediction. However, the sparsity
of the rating matrices affects recommendation performance. Thus,
recent algorithms have been proposed to improve the recognition
of preference similarity from rating data (e.g., Matrix Factorization
algorithms [22] such as SVD++ [21]), possibly combined with trust
information derived from the establishment of social links among
users; e.g., [48, 55]. While these algorithms achieve good accuracy
and coverage, they challenge the explanation of recommendation
results because the policies applied to rank items can hardly be
described in an intuitive way.

In the present work, we are interested in assessing whether
U2UCF, which has nice explanation properties, can be improved
by using other types of information that are complementary to
rating data. Specifically, we investigate whether the identification
of frequently co-occurring interests in information search can be
used to improve recommendation performance. We start from the
observation that, if the people who search for items tagged with a
certain information category typically also search for items tagged
with another category, the two categories might represent related
interests. Therefore, even though we ignore the reasons behind this
relatedness, we might leverage the strength of the association in
preference estimation. In this perspective, we propose to to build
rich user profiles by extending the preferences for categories of
items identified from rating behavior with frequently co-occurring
interests for item categories, extracted from the logs of search
engines. It can be noticed that interest co-occurrence can be learned
by analyzing anonymous interaction sessions because it is aimed
at describing general user behavior. Therefore, it can be applied to
anonymized search logs, as long as search sessions can be identified.

Starting from a category-based representation of user prefer-
ences, based on the analysis of ratings and on items categorization,
we propose the following research question:

RQ: How does the integration of data about interest co-occurrence
in information search influence the performance of a collaborative
recommender system that manages category-based user profiles?

In order to answer this question we start from a Simple Category-
based Collaborative Filtering (SCCF) algorithm which infers a user’s
preferences on the basis of the distribution of her/his ratings on
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item categories: a category-based user profile provides a conceptual
view on preferences, so that user similarity can be computed by
abstracting from item ratings, thus contrasting data sparsity; see
[46, 47]. Then, we propose the Extended Category-based Collabora-
tive Filtering (ECCF) algorithm that enriches category-based user
profiles with evidence about interests that frequently co-occur in
information search. ECCF employs the extended user profiles for
rating estimation.

In order to evaluate the recommendation performance of ECCF,
we extract information about co-occurring interests by analyzing
the query log of a largely used search engine. Then, we test our
algorithm by applying it to the Yelp Dataset [56], which stores user
ratings of various types of businesses.

We analyze a few settings of ECCF in order to integrate different
amounts of information about co-occurring preferences with rat-
ing data. In our experiments, we evaluate performance by taking
U2UCF and SCCF as baselines: these algorithms differ in neighbor
identification but are based on the same rating estimation approach.
Therefore, they are a good basis to assess the impact of extended
category-based user profiles on preference prediction. We also com-
pare these algorithms with SVD++ to evaluate whether preference
extension challenges the capability of recommending relevant items.
The results of our experiments show that ECCS outperforms U2UCF
and SCCF in accuracy, MRR, diversity of recommendations and
user coverage; moreover it outperforms SVD++ in accuracy and
diversity of the generated suggestion lists. We thus conclude that
preference co-occurrence information can positively contribute to
the identification of good neighbors for rating estimation.

In summary, the main contributions of this work are:

• The integration of data about frequently co-occurring in-
formation interests (inferred by observing general search
behavior) with category-based user preferences, in order to
acquire rich individual user profiles.

• The ECCF category-based recommendation algorithm,which
extends User-to-User Collaborative Filtering to take both fre-
quently co-occurring information interests and preference
similarity into account in neighbor identification.

• Evaluation results aimed at proving the benefits of frequently
co-occurring interests to Collaborative Filtering.

In the following, Section 2 positions our work in the related one.
Section 3 presents ECCF. Section 4 describes the experiments we
carried out to validate ECCF and discusses the evaluation results.
Section 5 concludes the paper and outlines our future work.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Recommender Systems
Cross-domain recommendation has received the researchers’ atten-
tion as a way to employ multiple information sources to contrast
data sparsity; e.g., [12]. Moreover, holistic user models have been
developed that jointly analyze different types of user behavior to
enhance the recognition of the user’s needs; e.g., [36, 49]. However,
the fusion of personal information from different applications is
problematic, unless it is done within a tightly integrated software
environment. For instance, most people operate anonymously [16]
or have multiple identities [10]; moreover, most user activity logs

are anonymized for privacy preservation purposes. It is thus in-
teresting to consider other types of knowledge integration that
do not require user identification across applications. Our work
investigates this path of research.

Collaborative Filtering generates suggestions by analyzing item
ratings to identify similar users or similar items. Several algorithms
have been developed, from K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) to more
recent ones such as Matrix Factorization [9, 22]. In our work we
adopt KNN because it has nice explanation capabilities and has
proved to achieve good performance in a comparison with other
approaches [19, 26].

Ontological user profiles model preferences at the semantic level.
In [46, 47], Sieg et al. propose to exploit a taxonomy whose con-
cepts represent item types, and to infer user interests on the basis of
the observed ratings to the instances of such concepts. The neigh-
borhood for rating estimation is then identified by measuring the
semantic similarity between ontological user profiles. The category-
based user similarity we propose is close to this approach. However,
we go one step forward in the identification of preferences by ex-
tending the user profiles with frequently co-occurring information
interests. This type of extension also differentiates our work from
that of Ronen et al., who propose to extend the preferences of the
individual user by analyzing her/his behavior in search logs [44]:
that work assumes that the user’s activities can be tracked across
applications and extends the user profile by analyzing her/his over-
all behavior. In contrast, we extend user preferences by analyzing
anonymous data about general search behavior.

Sen et al. define tag-aware recommender systems as “recom-
mender algorithms that predict user’s preferences for tags”. In [45]
they describe different signs of interest; e.g., searching or applying
a tag, and so forth. Our work relates to tag-aware recommender
systems because we analyze rating behavior on items associated
to categories expressed as tags. However, we do not consider any
other types of interaction with tags for estimating user preferences.

In [14], Gemmel et al. present a linear-weighted hybrid frame-
work for resource recommendation that models different scenarios,
among which tag-specific item recommendation. They propose to
match users and items on the basis of their tag profiles. Differently,
we match users on the basis of category-based profiles learned from
rating behavior. The same kind of difference holds between our
work and the one of Nakamoto [37].

While TagiCoFi [57] employs user similarities defined from tag-
ging information to regularize Matrix Factorization, we use tags
in a KNN algorithm. In [50] Tso and Sutter extend the ratings ma-
trix using tagging information. They reduce the three-dimensional
correlations < user , taд, item > to two-dimensional correlations
< user , taд >, < item, taд > and < user , item >. Then, they apply
a fusion method to combine the correlations for rating prediction.
Differently, we extend the rating matrix with the categories (tags)
associated to the items rated by users and with further categories
identified from general search behavior.

Recently, rating information has been combined with other types
of data to improve recommendation. For instance, item reviews
are used, possibly in combination with ratings, in [7, 25, 31, 32].
Moreover, trust relations and reputation are used to steer recom-
mendation on the basis of the feedback on items provided by trusted



parties; e.g., [1, 11, 23, 24, 30, 48, 55]. In [29], we investigate multi-
faceted trust for personalized recommendation. However, in the
present work we focus on rating information to assess the poten-
tial improvement of Collaborative Filtering, when combined with
general preference co-occurrence.

2.2 Analysis of Interaction Sessions
The identification of interest co-occurrence we propose is related
to a few works supporting query expansion, query reformulation
and term suggestion in Information Retrieval. Some researchers
propose to analyze session-based user behavior in order to detect
co-occurrence relations useful to improve search queries, taking the
search context into account. For instance, in [6] Cao et al. suggest
queries on the basis of the context provided by the user’s recent
search history, by clustering queries on the basis of the search
results visited by users. Moreover, Huang et al. [17] and Chen et
al. [8] detect term co-occurrence in search sessions to group sets
of relevant words that can be mutually suggested. Our work is
different because we adopt a linguistic interpretation approach
(based on lemmatization and Word Sense Disambiguation) to find
the concepts referenced in the queries; see [27]. Therefore, we
extract information about concept co-occurrence, which is more
general than term co-occurrence.

It is worth mentioning that our analysis of interaction sessions
differs from session-based recommendation, which analyzes the
user’s behavior during an interaction session to identify relevant
item(s) to suggest; e.g., see [13, 16, 19, 20]. In fact, we mine inter-
est co-occurrence by abstracting from the particular sequence of
queries performed by the users. Moreover, as previously discussed,
we mine concept associations.

2.3 Graph-based Information Filtering
Knowledge graphs describe item features and relations among enti-
ties, supporting the analysis of item relatedness, as well as similar-
ity for information filtering and top-N recommendation. In several
works these graphs are extracted from document pools and/or from
the Linked Data Cloud. For instance, CoSeNa [5] employs keyword
co-occurrence in the corpus of documents to be retrieved, and on-
tological knowledge about the domain concepts, to support the
exploration of text collections using a keywords-by-concepts graph.
Moreover, in [38], Di Noia et al. create a relatedness graph by ana-
lyzing external data sources such as DBpedia in order to support
the evaluation of semantic similarity between items. Analogously,
item features have been extracted from the Linked Data Cloud to
improve recommendation performance in [33–35, 41].

Some works attempt to extend the relations among information
items by integrating data derived from the observation of different
types of user behavior. E.g., Google search engine manages the
Knowledge Graph [15] to relate facts, concepts and entities depend-
ing on their co-occurrence in queries. Moreover, entity2rec learns
user-item relatedness from knowledge graphs by analyzing data
about users’ feedback and item information from Linked Open Data
[40]. Furthermore, in [39] Oramas et al. propose a hybrid recom-
mender that integrates users implicit feedback into a knowledge
graph describing item information, enriched with semantic data
extracted from external sources. Finally, in [51], Vahedian et al.

generalize graph-based approaches by simultaneously taking into
account multiple types of relations among entities: they introduce
meta-paths to represent patterns of relations and apply random-
walk along such paths to identify relevant entities to suggest.

Our work has analogies to the above listed ones because we
employ a graph-based type of knowledge representation. However,
we work at the conceptual level: our knowledge graph relates item
categories instead of individual users and/or items. Moreover, we do
not compute similarity or relatedness by means of the knowledge
graph: we use the graph to extend category-based user profiles. In
turn, those profiles are employed in neighborhood identification.
The separation between how preferences are inferred and how they
are used for recommendation makes it possible to extend both types
of activities in a modular way.

3 EXTENDED CATEGORY-BASED
COLLABORATIVE FILTERING

Wedescribe ECCF incrementally, starting fromU2UCF that provides
the basic match-making approach for rating estimation.

3.1 User-to-User Collaborative Filtering
In [42], Ricci et al. define U2UCF as follows: “the simplest and
original implementation of this approach recommends to the active
user the items that other users with similar tastes liked in the
past. The similarity in taste of two users is calculated based on the
similarity in the rating history of the users". Given:

• U as the set of users and I as the set of items;
• r : UXI ⇒ IR as a map of ratings;
• R ∈ IRUX I as the users-items rating matrix, where each
value is a rating rui = R[u, i] given by a user u ∈ U to an
item i ∈ I .

The recommender system estimates u’s rating of i (r̂ui ) as follows:

r̂ui = r̄u +

∑
v ∈Ni (u)

σ (u,v)(rvi − r̄v )∑
v ∈Ni (u)

|σ (u,v)|
(1)

where Ni (u) is the set of neighbors ofu that rated item i and σ (u,v)
is the similarity between user u and user v (v ∈ Ni (u)). The simi-
larity among users is computed by applying a distance metric, e.g.,
Cosine or Pearson similarity, to their rating vectors.

3.2 Simple Category-based Collaborative
Filtering (SCCF)

SCCF manages user profiles in which the user’s interest in each
item category is represented as a positive number; the higher is the
value, the stronger is the interest. We define:

• U , I , r and R as above;
• C as the set of item categories;
• f : UXC ⇒ IN as a map between users and categories;
• UC ∈ INUXC as the Users-Categories matrix. For eachu ∈ U
and c ∈ C , UC[u, c] represents the interest of u in c . We
take as evidence of interest the frequency of exploration of a
category, i.e., the frequency of interaction of the user with
items associated with the category.



Category exploration can be mapped to different types of user
behavior; e.g., tagging items and searching for items by tag. We
map exploration to rating behavior and we define UC[u, c] as the
number of ratings that u has given to the items associated with c .

SCCF computes user similarity on the basis of the estimated user
preferences for item categories. Specifically, σ (u,v) is defined as
the Cosine similarity of the users vectors in theUC matrix and it
is used in Equation (1) to estimate ratings. Thus, r̂ui is computed
on the basis of the ratings rvi provided by the users v ∈ U whose
preferences for categories are similar to those of u.

3.3 Acquisition of Preferences Co-occurrence
In order to learn the strength of the associations between item
categories in search behavior, we analyze their co-occurrence in
the search sessions of a query log. By co-occurrence we mean
the fact that two or more categories are referred by the queries
belonging to the same session. In the following we summarize the
analysis of category co-occurrence; see [28] for details.

The Category Co-occurrence Graph (CCG) represents category
co-occurrence: in the CCG , nodes represent the data categories ref-
erenced in the analyzed queries and the weight of edges represents
the co-occurrence frequency of the connected categories; i.e., how
many times the categories have been identified within the same
search sessions.

We retrieve the categories occurring in the queries by applying
a Natural Language approach that identifies the referred concepts
in a flexible way, by considering synonyms and by applying Word
Sense Disambiguation to resolve the meaning of words; see [2, 27].
For Word Sense Disambiguation we use the Babelfy tool [3].

The CCG is built as follows: given two categories x and y, the
weight of the edge that connects them is defined as:

wxy =
∑

S ∈ |Sessions |

FreqSxy (2)

where FreqSxy represents the evidence provided by session S to
the co-occurrence frequency of x and y. Given S = {Q1, . . . ,Qn },
FreqSxy is computed as the maximum evidence of co-occurrence
of x and y in S :

FreqSxy = Maxnk=1(FreqxyQk , evxyQk−1
) (3)

where FreqxyQk is the co-occurrence evidence of x and y provided
by query Qk , and evxyQk−1

is the one provided by Q1, . . . ,Qk−1.
Similar to [28], we take the maximum, and not the sum of evidence
because co-occurrence could derive either from query reformula-
tion [43], or from the repetition of queries in click-through events
of the log; see Section 4.2 that describes the query log we used.

A query Q contributes to the estimation of co-occurrence as
follows:

• If Q contains k terms (k >= 0), each one identifying a non-
ambiguous category: T1 ⇒ c1, . . . , Tk ⇒ ck , then, for
each category c of Q :
– The co-occurrence evidence between c and every other
category d of Q is FreqcdQ = 1.

– The co-occurrence evidence between c and every other
category e identified in a non-ambiguous way in the other
queries of S is FreqceQ = 1.

       c0 c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 ck
u0 20 0 5 15 0 0 1

u1 0 7 23 8 3 0 0

u2 4 0 0 16 2 10 4

u3 16 5 0 0 4 8 3

u4 1 0 0 0 18 5 2

u5 13 18 0 3 0 0 0

un 6 3 0 0 0 0 12

R Matrix UC Matrix Category Co-Occurrence Graph
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un 7 3 0 0 2 0 15
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Figure 1: Extension of Category-based User Profiles.

– The co-occurrence evidence between any other categories
w and z identified in S is FreqwzQ = 0.

• IfQ contains an ambiguous term t that refers tom categories,
the particular category the user is focusing on cannot be
identified. Therefore, the co-occurrence evidence brought
by t is computed as above, but the assigned evidence is 1

m
in order to consider the possible interpretations of Q , and
divide evidence among ambiguous categories.

3.4 Extended Category-based Collaborative
Filtering (ECCF )

In this recommendation model we employ frequent co-occurring
information interests to extend category-based user profiles. We
reinforce the preferences for item categories learned by analyzing
rating behavior (stored in the Users-Categories matrix UC) with
interest co-occurrence associations (stored in the CCG graph) in
order to acquire an extended set of user preferences for neighbor
identification.

The idea behind preference extension is that, the more the user
has appreciated the items of a category, the more interest
co-occurrence makes sense. Therefore, starting from the category-
based user profiles stored in the UC matrix, we increment user
preferences with the contribution of the strongest co-occurrence
relations of the CCG graph, depending on the number of positive
ratings available in the users-items matrix R. The output of this
process is stored in the Extended Preferences matrix EP , which is
used to compute σ (u,v) in Equation 1.

Figure 1 provides a graphical view of the computation of EP : the
information stored in UC is combined with that stored in the CCG
to set the values of this matrix. In this process, the users-ratings
matrix R is used to limit the reinforcement of preferences to the
categories of the positively rated items. Moreover, the CCG is used
to propagate preference information according to the strongest
co-occurrence of interests. In detail, we compute the values of EP
as follows:

• let Cati be the set of categories associated to item i;
• letCatSeti be the set of categories directly connected to any
category c ∈ Cati in theCCG through the heaviest outbound



Table 1: Statistics about the Filtered Datasets

Yelp Number of users 26,600
Number of businesses 76,317
Number of ratings 1,326,409

AOL Number of sessions 1,248,803
Number of queries 2,136,029

arcs. These are the categories which most frequently co-
occur with some categories of Cati in search sessions.

Then:
EP[u, c] = UC[u, c] +

∑
i ∈ |I |

f (u, i, c) (4)

where

f (u, i, c) =

{
1 if R[u, i] ∈ PositiveRatings ∧ c ∈ CatSeti

0 otherwise
(5)

In Equation 5 PositiveRatinдs denotes the set of ratings that are
considered as positive in the dataset; e.g., {5}, or {4, 5} in a [1, 5]
Likert scale.

4 VALIDATION OF ECCF
4.1 Dataset of Item Ratings
As a source of rating data we exploit the Yelp Dataset [56], which
contains information about a set of businesses, users and reviews
and is available for academic purposes. In the dataset, item ratings
take values in a [1, 5] Likert scale where 1 is the worst value and
5 is the best one. Moreover, each item is associated with a list of
categories describing the kind of service it offers.

The full list of Yelp categories is available at www.yelp.com/
developers/documentation/v3/category_list and is organized in a
taxonomy to specify businesses at different levels of detail. The
taxonomy includes a large set of first-level categories, representing
broad types of businesses; e.g., “Active life”, “Arts & entertainment”,
“Automotive”, . . . , “Food”, “Restaurants”, and many others. In turn,
the first-level categories are specialized into sub-categories; e.g.,
“Restaurants” includes many types of restaurants such as “Indian”,
“Chinese” and the like. We apply two filters to the dataset:

(1) We select all the Yelp categories that are subclasses of “Restau-
rants” or “Food”: e.g., “Indian”, “Chinese”, “Cafes”, “Kebab”,
“Pizza”, and so forth; the total number of categories is 254.
Then, we project the Yelp dataset on the set of items associ-
ated with at least one of these categories. In the rest of this
paper we refer to this set of categories as CATS.

(2) We further filter the dataset on the users who rated at least
20 items.

The higher portion of Table 1 summarizes the number of users,
businesses and ratings of the filtered Yelp dataset.

4.2 Dataset of Search Sessions
For the generation of the Category Co-occurrence Graph we use
the AOL query log.1 Each line of the log represents either a query

1The log is available at http://www.cim.mcgill.ca/~dudek/206/Logs/
AOL-user-ct-collection/.

or a click-through event on one of the search results of a query.
The line contains various fields, among which the submitted query
and the submission date and hour.

In order to build a graph that is thematically related to the items
of the filtered Yelp dataset, we select from the log the search sessions
relevant to the categories c ∈ CATS enrichedwith the following two
types of external knowledge. The enrichment is useful to abstract
from the specific category names used in Yelp and to take into
account semantically related information:

(1) Lemmatized knowledge: we enrich each element c ∈ CATS
with a set of keywords and synonyms from WordNet [53]
lexical database.

(2) Relevant terms from the Probase [54] taxonomy:
• For each element c ∈ CATS , we enrich c with the
< concept , instance > pairs of ProBase such that concept
has at least 85% WordNet similarity with any term of the
lemmatized knowledge of c , and the WordNet similarity
between the two components of the pair is 85%.

• ProBase, recently called Microsoft Concept Graph, is a
large concept network harnessed from web pages and
search logs. It is organized as a list of< instance, concept >
pairs related by a subclass relation and it contains
5,376,526 classes and 12,501,527 instances.

For the selection of relevant search queries in the AOL log wematch
the lemmatized words occurring in the queries to the enriched
categories of CATS . If there is at least one match between a term
and a query, we consider the query as relevant and we include its
parent session in the filtered log.

We identify the search sessions by aggregating the queries per-
formed by the same user according to their temporal proximity,
following the widely applied rule that two consecutive queries be-
long to different sessions if the time interval between them exceeds
half an hour; see [52].

The lower portion of Table 1 shows the number of sessions and
queries of the filtered AOL dataset.

It is worth noting that the AOL log was involved in an infor-
mation leak issue but we decided to use it for two reasons. Firstly,
our analysis is ethically correct because we study general search
behavior to acquire aggregate data abstracting from the search his-
tories of individual users. Secondly, to the best of our knowledge,
the AOL log is the only available large dataset that reports textual
search queries, and which can therefore be used for linguistic inter-
pretation. We analyzed some public datasets but they did not meet
our requirements. For instance, the Excite query dataset2 contains
about 1M queries while AOL log contains 20M queries. Moreover, in
the Yahoo dataset3 the queries are coded; thus, it is not possible to
extract any linguistic information to learn category co-occurrence.

4.3 Category Co-occurrence Graph
We instantiate the CCG with the interests that co-occur in the
sessions of the filtered AOL dataset by applying the procedure
described in Section 3.3. The resulting graph is strongly connected:
almost all of the categories are linked to each other by an edge
having weight > 0. However, the distribution of weights in the

2https://svn.apache.org/repos/asf/pig/trunk/tutorial/data/
3https://webscope.sandbox.yahoo.com/catalog.php?datatype=l&did=50

www.yelp.com/developers/documentation/v3/category_list
www.yelp.com/developers/documentation/v3/category_list
http://www.cim.mcgill.ca/~dudek/206/Logs/AOL-user-ct-collection/
http://www.cim.mcgill.ca/~dudek/206/Logs/AOL-user-ct-collection/
https://svn.apache.org/repos/asf/pig/trunk/tutorial/data/
https://webscope.sandbox.yahoo.com/catalog.php?datatype=l&did=50


Figure 2: Distribution of the Weight of Edges in the CCG.

graph shows that there is a large number of weakly connected
categories and a very small number of strongly associated ones. The
“heavy” edges identify the interests that co-occur very frequently
in search sessions and suggest to select the arcs having maximum
weight in the CCG for the extension of the user profiles, as done in
Section 3.4. Figure 2 shows this distribution; the x-axis represents
the edges of the graph, and the y-axis represents their weights,
which take values in [1, 272224].

4.4 Test Methodology
We evaluate the recommendation performance of ECCF by com-
paring it to U2UCF and SCCF, which we consider as baselines.
Moreover, we compare these algorithms with SVD++ in order to
assess the improvement in the suggestion of relevant items given
by frequently co-occurring interests.

The SCCF and ECCF recommendation algorithms are developed
by extending the Surprise library [18], while we use the default
Surprise implementations of U2UCF and SVD++.

We test the algorithms by applying a 10-fold cross-validation on
the filtered Yelp dataset, after having randomly distributed ratings
on folds: we use 90% of the ratings as training set and 10% as test
set. In all the tests, we configure the KNN algorithms to work with
50 neighbors.

In order to analyze the impact on recommendation performance
of a looser, or stricter extension of user preferences with cate-
gory co-occurrence, we validate ECCF on different settings of
PositiveRatinдs in Equation 5, i.e., on different interpretations of
what is a good rating. For each fold we generate three versions of

Table 2: Performance Evaluation @10; the Best Values Are
in Boldface, the Worst Ones Are Strikethrough

Metrics U2UCF SCCF ECCF
{3,4,5}

ECCF
{4,5}

ECCF
{5}

Precision 0.7823 0.786 0.7857 0.7855 0.7859
Recall 0.7473 0.7526 0.7536 0.755 0.7529
F1 0.7644 0.7689 0.7693 0.7699 0.769
RMSE 1.0001 0.9899 0.9897 0.9893 0.9892
MRR 0.733 0.7367 0.737 0.7391 0.7384
Diversity 0.3042 0.3053 0.3056 0.3053 0.3049
User cov. 0.8497 0.8521 0.8526 0.8542 0.8534

the Extended Preferences matrix EP having set PositiveRatinдs to
{3, 4, 5}, {4, 5}, and {5} respectively.

We evaluate Top-k recommendation performance with k=10
and k=20 by taking the ratings observed in the Yelp dataset as
ground truth. For the evaluation we consider the following metrics:
Precision, Recall, F1, RMSE, MRR, Diversity and User Coverage.

Diversity describes the mean intra-list diversity of items in the
suggestion lists @k; see [4]. In this work, we interpret diversity
from the viewpoint of item classification. Therefore, we measure
the diversity of a recommendation list as follows:

intra-list diversity@k =

∑k
i=1

∑k
j=i (1 − sim(i, j))

k∗(k+1)
2

(6)

where sim(i, j) is the cosine similarity between the lists of categories
associated to items i and j in the ratings dataset.

4.5 Results
Table 2 shows the performance results of the KNN recommenders
we compared, by taking into account a maximum of 10 suggested
items (performance@10).

• Precision: similar to previous results described in [46], all of
the category-based recommenders outperform U2UCF. This
can be explained by the fact that the matrices describing
preferences for item categories are denser than the ratings
one. Thus, they improve recommendation by supporting a
better identification of neighbors for Equation 1. However,
SCCF outperforms all of the ECCF variants. The second best
recommender is ECCF{5} that extends user profiles in the
strictest way: it only considers as pivots for extension the
categories associated to the items that the user has rated
5 stars. Notice also that the precision of ECCF decreases
when PositiveRatinдs is lax. The reason is that the extension
of user profiles with frequently co-occurring interests can
increase the estimated interest in some noisy categories with
respect to the pure observation of ratings distribution on
categories. In particular, noise grows when the policy applied
to extend preferences is less restrictive.

• Recall: ECCF outperforms the baselines in all the settings
of PositiveRatinдs . Specifically, ECCF{4,5} achieves the best
result, while recall is lower in ECCF{3,4,5} and further de-
creases in ECCF{5}. We explain this finding as follows: an
extension of user profiles based on the categories of highly
rated items supports the identification of a richer set of user
preferences, and a more efficacious identification of neigh-
bors, than only considering rating distribution on categories.
However, if we restrict PositiveRatinдs too much, the user
profiles are not extended enough to sensibly improve Re-
call. Moreover, as noticed for Precision, if PositiveRatinдs is
lax, noise in the estimation of user preferences challenges
neighbor selection.

• F1: ECCF outperforms the baselines. In detail, ECCF{4,5}
achieves the best F1 = 0.7691; moreover, F1 varies consis-
tently with Recall, depending on PositiveRatinдs .

• RMSE: SCCF reduces the mean error between estimated
and observed ratings with respect to the baseline, show-
ing the benefits of category-based user profiles. Moreover,



Table 3: Performance Evaluation @20

Metrics U2UCF SCCF ECCF
{3,4,5}

ECCF
{4,5}

ECCF
{5}

Precision 0.7806 0.7842 0.7839 0.7838 0.7842
Recall 0.757 0.7624 0.7634 0.7649 0.7626
F1 0.7686 0.7731 0.7735 0.7742 0.7732
RMSE 0.9935 0.9838 0.9835 0.9832 0.9832
MRR 0.733 0.7369 0.7372 0.7391 0.7384
Diversity 0.3059 0.307 0.3073 0.307 0.3067
User cov. 0.8497 0.8521 0.8526 0.8542 0.8534

consistently with the variation of Precision, the best results
are obtained by ECCF{5}, i.e., with a strict extension of user
profiles. RMSE progressively increases (i.e., gets worse) for
PositiveRatinдs = {4, 5} and {3, 4, 5}.

• MRR: ECCF outperforms the baselines. Specifically,
ECCF{4,5} obtains the best MRR = 0.7391. The second best
value corresponds to a more selective extension of user pro-
files in ECCF{5}; moreover, if PositiveItems = {3, 4, 5} re-
sults get worse.

• Diversity: both SCCF and ECCF outperform U2UCF. In this
case, the best results are obtained with a lax extension of
user preferences (ECCF{3,4,5}) and Diversity decreases while
the preference extension policy becomes stricter. We explain
these findings with the fact that category-based user profiles
improve the estimation of user preferences concerning a
variegate set of item categories, with respect to a flat rec-
ommendation based on ratings. However, the stricter is the
extension of user preferences, the less item categories are
used in neighbor identification.

• User coverage: ECCF outperforms the baselines, confirm-
ing the usefulness of preference extension. However, the
selection of the ratings for the extension influences cover-
age: ECCF{4,5} achieves the best results by suggesting at
least one relevant item to 85.42% of the users, against 84.97%
of U2UCF. The second best is ECCF{5} and ECCF{3,4,5} has
the worst results.

Figure 3: Graphical Representation of Accuracy@10.

In the described experiments the EP Matrix is defined by only
taking into account positive ratings. In order to get a broader view
on the performance of ECCF, we also consider its application to
all the user ratings; i.e., we set PositiveRatinдs to {1, . . . , 5}. With
respect to the previous results, in this case the algorithm achieves
similar Precision but lower Recall (0.7524), MRR (0.7369) and User
coverage (0.8155).

Table 3 shows the results obtained by comparing
performance@20. These results confirm the usefulness of category-
based user profiles and of their extension with frequently
co-occurring information interests:

• Also in this case, ECCF{4,5} is the best recommendation algo-
rithm. It outperforms the others in Recall, F1, MRR and User
coverage. Moreover both ECCF{5} and ECCF{4,5} achieve the
best RMSE in comparison with the other recommenders.

• However, while SCCF has the best Precision@10, both SCCF
and ECCF{5} achieve the best Precision@20.

With respect to k=10, Precision@20 is lower while Recall@20 and
F1@20 take higher values; this makes sense because we are consid-
ering longer suggestion lists. Moreover, RMSE@20 is lower, which
tells us that the longer lists contain proportionally less errors in the
estimation of ratings. Differently, most algorithms obtain the same
MRR for k=10 and k=20 (except for SCCF and ECCF{3,4,5}): this
shows that the first relevant item is almost always placed in the first
10 positions of the suggestion lists. Furthermore, the Diversity@20
has the highest values for all the recommenders: this might be due
to the fact that the longer suggestion lists have more chances to
include items belonging to different categories. Finally, User cover-
age@10 = User coverage@20 because we interpret coverage as the
percentage of users who receive at least one suggestion.

Figures 3 and 4 depict the accuracy @10 and @20:
• All of the category-based recommenders outperform U2UCF,
confirming the benefits of the introduction of category-based
preferences in KNN Collaborative Filtering. The conceptual
representation of user preferences generally improves per-
formance because the matrices describing user preferences
(UC and EP) are denser than the users-items matrix storing
ratings (R). Therefore, better neighbors can be identified for
the computation of Equation 1.

Figure 4: Graphical Representation of Accuracy@20.



• A comparison between category-based algorithms shows
that the best performance results are obtained by extending
user profiles on the basis of the items that users have rated
very well, i.e., with 4 or 5 stars in a [1, 5] Likert scale. If the
items that received middle ratings are considered as well,
accuracy decreases.

• The category-based representation of user profiles has posi-
tive impact on the Diversity of recommendation lists. Con-
versely, the extension of user profiles does not further help
this aspect, unless user profiles are extended in a lax way.
However, a lax extension is not convenient because it de-
creases other measures.

In order to assess the usefulness of preference extension in Top-k
recommendation, we also compare the previously described algo-
rithms with SVD++ [21], which adopts Matrix Factorization to learn
latent user and item factors, basing rating prediction on the sole
analysis of user ratings. The comparison results show that:

• SVD++ is more accurate than U2UCF and SCC. On the fil-
tered Yelp dataset, SVD++ obtains F1@10 = 0.7696. This
finding shows that the management of category-based user
profiles helps recommendation but it can be outperformed
by a deeper understanding of the features of items and users.

• SVD++ achieves similar accuracy results with respect to
ECCF but it is outperformed by ECCF{4, 5}. Therefore, the
extension of user profiles with frequently co-occurring in-
formation interests, integrated into a KNN recommender,
improves accuracy and makes it comparable or higher than
that of Matrix Factorization algorithms.

• ECCF outperforms SVD++ as far as the diversity of the rec-
ommendation lists is concerned: SVD++ has Diversity@10 =
0.3041; this is comparable to the diversity achieved by U2UCF
and lower than that of all the category-based recommenders
we presented.

• In contrast, SVD++ has the highest User coverage of all
the algorithms (0.8709), showing its superior capability to
contrast data sparsity.

4.6 Discussion
In summary, the evaluation results show that ECCF outperforms
U2UCF, SCCF and SVD++ in accuracy and intra-list diversity. More-
over, it outperforms U2UCF and SCCF in MRR and user coverage,
while SVD++ excels in the latter metric. The results also show that
ECCF achieves the best results when applied to positive ratings,
while its performance slightly decreases when the user profiles are
extended by taking both positive and negative ratings.

These results support the hypothesis that preference extension,
based on frequently co-occurring information interests, improves
the accuracy of the suggestions generated by a KNN recommender
system. However, research has to be carried out to improve other
performance metrics, possibly also investigating the integration of
preference co-occurrence in Matrix Factorization algorithms.

It might be questioned whether extending user profiles with
general interest co-occurrence data might provide less personal-
ized recommendations than, e.g., focusing the extensions on the
user’s neighborhood. In this respect, we point out that we aim at
developing a model that does not depend on cross-domain user

identification. However, an investigation of this issue can be in-
teresting to deal with the cases in which user information can be
shared among the applications, or public information about the
users can be connected to the local profiles; e.g., public data on
social networks.

Before closing this discussion, it is worth noting that, even
though the AOL query log dates back to 2006, it can be consid-
ered as a good information source as long as it is analyzed from the
viewpoint of the concepts expressed by the users. In other words,
while the specific information items mentioned in the log might not
exist any more, the topics referred in the queries are general and
long-lasting. Of course, some new topics (e.g., new types of restau-
rants) might have emerged since 2006, and maybe new concept
associations could exist now. However, the described performance
results show that the co-occurring interests we identified are useful
to improve recommendation performance; moreover, the method-
ology described in this paper can be applied to other more recent
datasets, if available.

5 CONCLUSIONS
We investigated whether the identification of frequently
co-occurring interests in information search can be used to improve
the performance of KNN collaborative recommender systems. For
this purpose, we defined a preference extension model that, applied
to a category-based representation of user profiles, infers user pref-
erences by exploiting frequently co-occurring information interests.
Then, we implemented the model in the Extended Category-based
Collaborative Filtering algorithm (ECCF). This is is variant of User-
to-User Collaborative Filtering that works on category-based user
profiles, enriched with preferences inferred from general search
behavior. For the analysis of user interests, we analyzed the query
log of a largely used search engine.

We evaluated ECCF on a large dataset of item ratings, by apply-
ing different levels of strictness in the extension of user profiles.
The evaluation showed that ECCF outperforms User-to-User Col-
laborative Filtering in accuracy, MRR, intra-list diversity and user
coverage. Interestingly, ECCS also obtains higher accuracy and
diversity than the SVD++ recommender system, based on Matrix
Factorization; however, ECCS has lower user coverage than SVD++.

In our future work we will focus on the coverage aspect in
order to improve the performance of KNN Collaborative Filtering.
Moreover, we will carry out further experiments, considering (i)
a broader domain than Restaurants and Food, on which we have
focused our current work, and (ii) users who have provided few or
zero ratings. We will also analyze other datasets to check whether
the performance results described in this article can be generalized.
Finally, we will compare the performance of ECCF with a larger set
of recommendation approaches based on preference extension.
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